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It’s New Years Day 2003 and I’m sitting in Vermont looking at snow, snow and more 
snow and wondering which resolutions might move me closer to the front of the fleet.  
Moving up, after all, is why many of us play this game.  How we go about learning to sail 
faster, however, is not always the most effective.  So in keeping with the saying, “you 
teach best what you most need to learn”, here is a look at what I think has helped me 
move closer to the front and my plan for this year. 
 
Some History 
Contrary to some of the rumors, I was not born in an Albacore- but it is not far from the 
truth.  And while recent years I’ve been hunting around the front half of the fleet, those of 
you who have long memories know that I’ve spent more time below the middle of the 
fleet than in the front half. So I write not from the point of view of a “champion” or an 
“expert,” but someone who has learned a lot from the ups and downs of over 30 years of 
Albacore sailing. 
 
I started racing an Albacore when I was 10 years old.  As a kid you get plenty of 
coaching and advice, even if you are too hard headed to accept it.  In spite of my thick 
skull (and to the credit of my father’s patience and demands of my instructors) some 
things did sink in. By the time I was in my late teens I’d learned enough to graduate to 
“A” fleet.  While I did not sail in college, my first job as a high school teacher did allow 
me lots of time to sail in my early 20’s.  I took some of the advanced clinics run by the 
Ontario Sailing Association, and one summer made sure I sailed 1 to 4 hours every day 
for about 60 days of the summer.  The year following that summer I reached a peak in my 
sailing career. Ten years of experience, some formal instruction and a summer of intense 
(but mostly solo) practice got me to 11th out of about 45 boats at the 1982 North 
Americans. 
 
Then I moved to California, went back to school, dismantled Never Again (#342), and 
started a family.  Crewing on an I-14 and occasionally helming a borrowed Albacore in 
Nationals was the most sailing I could fit in for over 10 years.  My position in races I did 
sail sank to the back of the fleet.  Though I try to forget, I was about 26th in a 30 boat 
fleet in 1991.  In 1992 I completed the rebuild of Never Again and began the task of 
clawing my way back to the front of the fleet.   
 
About 15 minutes after I finished attaching the pintles, I was sailing my first race in my 
rebuilt boat. No practice, no tuning…just throw it together and go.  In spite of good 
intentions, I continued to spend about 90% of my time in the boat racing and only 10% 
practicing.  But the times I did find to go out and practice often created measurable 
decreases in my distance from the leaders.  Now after another 10 years of working at it 
I’ve made it back to 11th in North Americans, but I really don’t want to wait another 
decade to close the gap.  So what works and what doesn’t? 
 



What is sailboat racing all about? 
Sailing is a sport of perfection.  Unlike many sports where you can perform some heroic 
feat to win, a sailing race is more often won by NOT MAKING MISTAKES.  In a one 
design class the boats all travel about the same speed.  For a given set of conditions the 
laws of physics limit the maximum speed of a dinghy.  You can’t just press an accelerator 
to go faster and push yourself to the front of the pack.  Once you slip, you tend to only 
“catch up” when others slip back to you.  Those who finish in the front spend more time 
sailing at the maximum speed for the condit ions that others in the race.  Each momentary 
lapse of concentration, each poor tack, each moment pinching slips you back from the 
ideal race.  Each moment you slip back, you risk falling into bad air which forces you 
back even faster.   
 
Practice, Not Racing, Makes Perfect 
To get to the front we need to PRACTICE every move so that it becomes second nature- 
so that we approach perfection in every aspect of boat handling.  Break down every 
maneuver into its smallest part and practice each part until it is perfect. Then assemble 
the perfected parts into a perfect maneuver.  The day before the 1998 Nationals, Marc 
Witowski and I practiced leeward mark roundings with Jasper and Becky Craig for about 
45 minutes.  In that time we did about 20 approaches working steering, whisker pole 
handling, set up for the next leg and maximizing acceleration around the mark.  In that 
regatta there were several occasions where we were able to gain 4-5 places at the leeward 
mark due to our superior roundings.  The past three years I’ve been practicing about 5-6 
days and racing about 25-30 days (20%). This year I plan to try to double the practice 
time achieving a 40% practice to race ratio. 
 
Master Boat Handling and Racing Will Follow 
Early on I learned all about starting technique, rules, tactics, windshifts, tuning and more.  
All the while I sailed upwind with the boat heeled at least 10-20 degrees.  I gave away 
more distance from not having the boat flat than all other things combined.  I would have 
been far better off to spend my early time learning how to depower and control the boat 
in more than 8 knots, rather than all the racing techniques.  Even today sailing flat is one 
of my biggest weaknesses.  If the boat does not feel like it is heeling to windward it is not 
flat enough.  I need to do several hours of PRACTICE (in 15-20 minute sets) sailing with 
the boat heeled to windward 10 degrees (a floating card compass makes a good level) and 
the crew screaming at me if I don’t do it. I need to practice this with my eyes closed.  I 
need to be able to do this in 5 knots to 35 knots. 
 
Learn It All Over Again 
Learning to sail comes in waves of repetition with each repetition taking the skill to the 
next higher level.  Take tacking (or gybing), for example.  I learned to tack the first day I 
learned to helm.  By the end of the day I thought I knew how to do it pretty well (Just 
imagine a cocky ten year old).  But as I discovered when I started to race, tacking in open 
water to get home is very different than tacking on a crowded windward leg.  Then there 
is learning to roll tack…then roll tacking well….then roll tacking in all conditions…then 
learning to do plant a tack right on a competitors wind…and so on.  Trying to learn to do 
a perfect roll tack right on a competitor is not something you can learn in one day.  You 



have to build up to it.  You can’t do it if you don’t have the experience to judge the 
relative speed of boats or the skill to steer within a few inches of a desired spot.   
 
I watch a lot of sailors struggle through tacks. This is one of the easiest things to improve.  
Next time you are sailing to a race or waiting for a start, do a set of ten tacks.  Start out 
slow and deliberate.  Analyze your tack and pick out the problem spots.  Look at your 
wake- did you turn 90 degrees, or more?  Work on perfection (at what ever level you are 
at) rather than speed.  Analyze the elements of the tack and practice the parts (half tacks, 
just the luffing, how long to hold the jib, etc.).  Watch or ask others to learn what top 
sailors do.  Then practice some more.  Keep the tacks slow, but reduce the interval 
between tacks down to 20 seconds (count aloud) and then down to 10 seconds or less.  
 
On several occasions in the past two years Dave Niblett and I have done extended tacking 
drills going 15-20 minutes tacking at short intervals.  At one practice we tacked the 
length of the Toronto harbor three times in a row.  The importance of good tacking 
became clear at the Canadians in 2002 when we got in a tacking duel with Kevin Smith 
and Raines Koby on the final leg of a race with first place at stake.  Raines and Abby 
tacked perfectly and extended their lead.  We were able to come out of our tacks flatter 
and with more power than Kevin.  We gained on each tack closing a three length lead to 
three feet before we ran out of race course.  But what if we had been just a bit better.  We 
would only need to have gained about 2 inches more on each of twenty tacks to have 
moved into second place. 
 
It’s All Practice 
I used to go to regattas to do as well as I could.  Now, thanks to advice from Barney 
Harris, I go to regattas TO LEARN.  I have a plan for what I’m trying to accomplish at a 
particular event.  While I’m still trying to compete, I’m also focused on using the time to 
build a skill.  At Mid-Winters I’m often working on starts and boat handling (since the 
short course format emphasizes these).  At Mid-Atlantics last year it was team work- 
separating duties and communication. This was the first event of a two year commitment 
to race together through the 2003 Internationals.  We needed to work out who would do 
what (in most cases) and develop a common language so we could communicate 
efficiently in the heat of battle.  Dave and I will be putting in more time on that this year.  
When things are happening fast there is no substitute for each knowing what they have to 
do with minimal discussion.  
 
So go to as many events as your schedule allows. Don’t avoid Nationals or Mid-Atlantics 
because you are afraid of big fleets. Use that as an opportunity TO LEARN how to sail in 
big fleets. Don’t be intimidated by the start. Find an open spot away from the crowd and 
practice being on time and moving fast as the gun goes. Don’t let frustration prevent you 
from learning. There will be many boats going better than you.  Try to match them. Try 
to observe what they are doing differently.  Try to remember the situation and discuss it 
with them over a beer after the race.  Most Albacore sailors are only too happy to offer 
advice to those who are willing to come out and give it a try.  The most important thing is 
to SHOW UP and TRY.  It is very hard to improve sitting at home. 
 



Reduce the Variables 
Sailing is a very complex sport.  It is mental, physical and emotional.  It has equipment, 
wind, sea-state and competition factors. With so many variables to keep track of, 
anything you can do to reduce these will improve your chances of getting to the top 
faster.  Simplify, simplify, simplify. I know Mega Woof (6434) is tricked out with every 
string Barney has invented and a few more I’ve added, but I really make 90% of my rig 
adjustments with three strings (sheet, vang and jib halyard).  When I first re-rigged Never 
Again (342) in 1992 it had very few strings as I re-learned how to sail.  
 
Study the fleet and you will see almost any kind of boat with any kind of sails can do 
well in the hands of a good team. Select a brand of sails (preferably one that has a current 
tuning guide) that you like and stick to it.  Learning to reproducibly set one suit of sails is 
more important than any reported speed advantage of a particular sailmaker. Pick a hull 
that is competitive (I’d argue almost any hull above #6800 can get you to the top quarter 
of the fleet) and rig it to a level that suits your skill.  Having strings for everything does 
you no good if you don’t know what to do with them.  Start with an easily adjustable 
vang.  Next add an adjustable jib halyard. If you have a bunch of other controls, consult 
the tuning guide or ask someone who does well with your brand of sails where to set 
these controls for average conditions.  Mark these and leave them there until you get to 
the point that you feel you have reached a plateau and you understand how that control 
can move you ahead of you peer group. 
 
You’ll notice Mega Woof does not have a deck mounted mast ram.  Many have urged me 
to add one. I’m not sure I know how to use it to great advantage.  I’m not sure my 
Sobstad sails need it (they need much less mast tuning than Norths).  I can’t tell you how 
many places I’ve lost when I’ve forgotten to undo a ram or prebender as conditions have 
changed.  Maybe I’ll have one some day, but only when I’m convinced that is the thing 
standing between me and the next step to the front of the fleet.  
 
Tuning and Boat Speed 
There is nothing like a well tuned boat to propel you to the front of the fleet.  But there is 
no amount of “boat speed” that can overcome poor boat handling and weak sailing skills. 
All the boat speed advantage one might get out of ideal rigging and equipment can be 
nullified by poor tacks, poor upwind steering or allowing the boat to heel 10 degrees.  
Time after time I’ve seen sailors agonize over their “slow boat” or poor equipment 
commenting on how much better they could do if they had a faster boat.  They eventually 
get the “faster boat” and they go just as slow.   Drop a good sailor in almost any boat, and 
they emerge near the front of the pack. For ten years Jasper and Becky Craig consistently 
sailed an average boat (#7127) with average rigging to the front of the fleet. 
 
Boat speed tha t comes from optimizing tuning does matter. Ultimately this will determine 
who wins among the top 5-10 places.  Getting to the optimal tuning for your boat and 
sails is an iterative experimental process. It proceeds in small increments and you can 
ONLY learn it when your boat handling is good enough to not mask what is going on 
with tuning.   
 



In about 1995 I went out for a practice sail before Nationals with Barney Harris and a few 
others.  We were in about 12 knots of gusty wind and pass after pass others were faster. 
Trying to help out,  Barney was telling me to tighten my vang and add more rake to 
depower the rig.  I tried this, but had little success. It was frustrating.  Then Barney 
hopped in my boat and crewed for me. It was then the real problem was discovered.  I 
was cleating my main which slowed my response to the gusts.  When each gust hit, I 
heeled 10-20 degrees before I was able to ease the main. Even when I eased the main, I 
didn’t get the boat flat.  To compensate for the helm I was tugging on the tiller and 
steering a highly variable course.  Once I concentrated on these elements of boat handling 
and steering, I was much more competitive with the other boats.  While my sail 
adjustments and tuning might not have been optimal, my boat handling was much worse.  
I could have read books on tuning and spent weeks on adjustments and never improved 
because a bigger problem was overwhelming the adjustments I was making. 
 
When you look at the boats the leaders sail, I’m always amazed at how differently they 
are set up.  Chris Gorton and Barney Harris are two of the best North American sailors.  
They both use North low aspect sails, and they disagree on more tuning settings than they 
agree on.  They have different sailing styles and their set up works for their style.  My 
point is there is not one answer.  
 
When you start out, copy the best. Find several people at the front of the pack who have a 
boat and sails similar to yours and ask them if you can measure their settings (most will 
let you).  Duplicate these on your boat. Most critical items are mast butt position, leading 
edge of centerboard, mast rake (as set by shroud position), spreader length and sweep, 
and jib fairlead position.  Calibrate your jib halyard so you can compare and record your 
rake/rig tension (as set by the jib halyard) under various conditions.  Make sure all wet 
surfaces are fair and very smooth- especially foils.  Make sure mast and foils are aligned 
with centerline of boat and shimmed to take out all side-to-side play.  A few hours of 
fooling around on shore is all it takes to make these adjustments. 
 
Once you are set, go sailing.  Work on boat handling, steering and sail set (sheeting, 
vang, jib halyard and other sail adjustments) issues until you are sure these are not 
holding you back.  After each race or practice session, analyze why other boats beat you.  
Only when you are convinced that boat handling is not the cause should you return to 
experimenting with tuning elements.  
 
Handling the Big Blow 
For a lot of people one of the biggest challenges is learning to handle a boat in high 
winds.  When it blows things happen much faster, leaving less time to think and placing a 
premium on knowing things instinctively.  There is also the fear factor- fear of breaking 
the boat, fear of capsizing, even fear of survival in really wild conditions.  All of this is 
very real and everyone has to find their own way through it. 
 
Good news is that the Albacore is tough, seaworthy boat. If maintained in good 
condition.  Annual checks of buoyancy tanks, standing rigging and high load fittings 



should keep the equipment from failing.  With sound equipment an Albacore can be 
sailed in winds well over 30 knots with the weight of two adults on board.   
 
The biggest problem then is to develop the knowledge and experience to handle these 
conditions.  Get over concerns about capsize by trying it (several times) on purpose on a 
calm day.  Once you are confident you can flip, right and sail home, you are over half the 
battle.  Read some tuning guides and articles on sailing Albacore in high winds, ask some 
people, put up old sails and get out and try it. Work up to ever higher velocities.  
Learning to manage 15 knots with ease will give you a basis for doing all right in 20 
knots. Once you get comfortable in 20 knots, you’re ready to try 25 knots.  
 
When going out in conditions that are above your comfort level try to go out in deep 
water (where you won’t sick your mast in the bottom if you capsize).  Try to go out in 
steady winds before you try shifty or gusty winds of the same velocity.  Try to find a non-
race situation for practice.  You don’t need the pressure of five boats bearing down on 
you to add to the excitement.  You are also more likely to be willing to experiment if you 
don’t feel a race is at stake.  If you are at a regatta and it is too windy for you to race, be 
sure to rig up and go out for some practice.  This can be an ideal time for you to learn in 
near the same conditions that you might have raced in. Try single-handing if you have a 
good safe body of water.  I found that single-handing in 10 knots was good practice for 
sailing with a crew in 15 knots.  In all cases work on “perfect” technique.  Don’t let 
yourself off the hook saying that gybe was okay for 20 knots…work to make it as good 
and smooth as in 7 knots.  There is nothing like doing ten high wind gybes in a row to 
build your technique and confidence. Building the technique, confidence and stamina to 
sail in high winds will make racing in second nature and you will find your position 
vastly improves over others.  I note how almost all of the US sailors who spent a week 
sailing in the big blow at 2001 Internationals in Torquay are now very confident to 
challenge high wind days and usually do much better than those with less experience. 
 
Find the Biggest Problem 
What’s your biggest problem (or if you prefer, area for improvement)?  You need to 
analyze WHY you are not keeping up with the leaders and select the most important 
issues to work on.  There will be dozens of variables and things you could work on.  If 
you don’t identify and resolve the big issues, the working on the others won’t matter, as 
you won’t see the improvement.  It is like finding an injured person and bandaging a cut 
on their finger when they need a tourniquet on their leg. 
 
I would say that for me (and most skippers) over 50% of what slips us back from the 
leaders can be attributed to boat handling, steering and sail set (adjustments to sails 
underway- often called “shifting gears”).  20% has to do with strategy, wind shifts and 
how you sail the course.  20% has to do with starts and tactics.  10% has to do with 
equipment and tuning.   That is why a great sailor (those who have spent lots of time on 
the water practicing) is able to hop into any boat or any class and do pretty well.  90% of 
the package goes with them.  Steve Hunt, US team 470 sailor, demonstrated this when he 
sailed an Albacore for the first time at 2002 North Americans.  With an average boat, old 
sails and a new crew. He was able to place 7th in a very competitive fleet. 



 
Each of us needs to do an honest assessment of where we can find the most improvement.  
If you are consistently finishing an hour race 15-20 minutes behind the leaders you are 
looking for the big items that account for a 25-30% speed deficit.  This is most likely to 
be found in boat handling, steering, sail set, wind shifts or starting.  Even with perfect 
tuning, you would still be 15-20% off the pace, and the chance of learning perfect tuning 
for your boat would be very small as other factors would overwhelm the results of your 
tuning experiments.  Those who are finishing only a few minutes (5-10%) off the pace 
have a harder time.  You have to examine everything to find the 1-3% improvements that 
will get you equal or better than the leaders.  In this realm it is more likely that tuning, 
equipment selection, fine tuning of sail set (half inch differences) will add up to the speed 
you need.  
 
Make mental notes of where you stack up each leg.  Are you behind from the start or do 
you jump out only to fade over the race?  Do you do better in strong winds or light?  Do 
you pass more boats upwind or off the wind?  There is a Sailing Skill Scorecard 
elsewhere in this issue to help you assess where you need to spend time.  I suggest you 
rate yourself and ask three other boats in your peer group to assess your skills.  The 
composite picture should help direct you practice and training sessions. 
 
Make a Plan 
Enough of the analysis. It is time to make a plan to improve. Pick out (and write down) 
the top three areas that you feel will make a difference and formulate a plan to address 
them over the course of the season.  Don’t try to fix everything at once. Pick a few items 
and work on making them “perfect.” Even in the depth of winter (I’m finishing this 
article during the President’s weekend blizzard) you can read books or work on your 
boat.  If you are able, you could join one of the training sessions in Florida.  Get 
everything ready so you can come to Midwinters or the first local event ready to sail.   
 
Your plan should include both practice sessions and racing time.  BOTH should be 
directed toward specific skills you want to improve.  There is no substitute for time in the 
boat, so you should get out and PRACTICE as much as you can. Some of my best 
performances have been when I’ve just spent a lot of time sailing- even if it was mostly 
single handing my Albacore in light and moderate breeze. 
 
I’m well into working my plan for 2003. I hope it won’t be long until each of you 
develops your plan and starts becoming a better sailor and nudging ever closer to the 
front of the fleet.  If you pass me along the way, be sure to wave and offer some advice 
when we are back ashore. 
 


